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24 marzo 2018 sez.

Tom Friedman scultore della luce
inaugura la galleria
Vistamarestudio
Basta un'ombra a parete.

Oppure un riflesso che irrompe da una finestra di prima mattina. Nella sua

opera Tom Friedman distilla lo stupore per le piccole cose con un rigore

formale affilato. Lo raccontava la personale allestita alla Fondazione Prada

nel 2002, dove disseminava insetti e oggetti minimi, ai margini della nostra

esperienza quotidiana.

E lo conferma la mostra che inaugura stasera alle 19 da Vistamarestudio (via

Vittorio Veneto 30), new entry milanese animata dalla gallerista di Pescara

Benedetta Spalletti e da Lodovica Busiri Vici, con lunga esperienza in

galleria, da Barbara Gladstone a Lia Rumma. Classe 1965, maestro del

concettuale americano, Tom Friedman è scultore dagli echi post pop, già al

MoMA, ma anche eterno ragazzone che sceglie la schietta campagna del

Massachusetts per inseguire nella solitudine del suo studio una ricerca a

caccia di emozioni inaspettate e piccole magie. Al centro della sua opera c'è

stata finora la materia. Qui lascia il posto alla luce. Nel neonato white cube

su due livelli, Friedman scandisce gli spazi con una sequenza di 12 video in

loop, brevi apparizioni ironiche e ipnotiche, già esposte l'anno scorso a New

York. In spazi luminosissimi, i confini delle proiezioni si fanno evanescenti.

Nessun respiro narrativo, solo pura astrazione. Ogni immagine prende

spunto dalla vita reale: un aquilone al vento, la sua mano che tenta di uscire

da un muro, un uomo che passa davanti a una finestra (sempre lui, in ogni

opera), una candela che brucia senza sosta, il frammento di un film (dal

musical di Gene Kelly e Fred Astaire alla fantascienza di George Lucas) o un

videogame dalla sua adolescenza, il Pong, agli albori del digitale.

Proiezioni a parte, forte resta la tensione verso la terza dimensione. «Non è

ancora possibile trasformarli in ologrammi. Ma sogno già che si

materializzino al centro di una stanza». Di nuovo scultura quindi, ma questa

volta di luce.
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10. Tom Friedman, Looking Up, Park Avenue 
Don't forget to ti lt your head skyward next time you find yourself on Park 
Avenue in the 50s, where Tom Friedman's whimsical 33-foot-tall 
f igure,Looking Up, stands tall. 
Formed from crushed aluminum foil roasting pans and cast in stainless 
steel, the project is a joint presentation by New York's Luring 

Augustine, London's Stephen Friedman Gallery, New York City Parks, and 
the Fund for Park Avenue. (Another edition of the sculpture is permanently on 

view the Contemporary Austin.) 
Park Avenue between East 53rd and 54th Streets; January–July 15, 2016. 

 



MEAD MUSINGS
inspired by the collection of the Mead Art Museum at Amherst College

MENU

Interview with Artist Tom Friedman

An exciting exhibition opens this month at the Mead Art Museum, for which artist

Tom Friedman has created eight works based on significant parts of the museum’s

permanent collection. Known for his unique approach to materials and everyday

objects, the artist uses, in this case, glitter, glue, Styrofoam, and acrylic in translating

classics such as Monet’s Morning on the Seine, Giverny (1897) for contemporary viewers.

An artist whose work has been shown all over the world, Friedman lives nearby and

teaches in the art department at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. He talked

recently with the show’s organizer, Vanja Malloy, curator of American art at the

Mead, about everything from his work process to the philosophy he lives by.

MEAD MUSINGS: “inspired by the collection of the Mead Art Museum at Amherst College”, 2016



Vanja Malloy: Your forthcoming exhibition at the Mead, Tom Friedman: Untitled

(Foundation), features eight new artworks inspired by works in the Mead’s

permanent collection. What motivated you to look at the museum’s collection?

Tom Friedman: First of all, I love old art. It has more of a mystery to me than

contemporary work. So the thought of being able to work with the Mead’s collection

was really interesting.

VM: For this new body of work, how important was it for you to know the history of

the artwork you were responding to?

TF: I really wanted to respond to the image and the information that was there

empirically and visually, make decisions, and then once I reached a certain point, I

would read a little more about the work. I think that when I’m done, I’ll probably

have read a bit about each piece, but in the beginning, I really like the idea of not

knowing. Interesting things come out that I didn’t realize, like with [Dorothea

Lange’s] photograph Migrant Pea Pickers. Even though it’s really about this line of

immigrants, I noticed the subtext about the mother and son.

Dorothea Lange (American, 1895-1965). Migrant Pea Pickers, 1938. Vintage FSA silver print. Museum

Purchase with Wise Fund for the Fine Arts, 2000.321



Tom Friedman (American, b. 1965). Mother and Child, 2016. Ink-jet print.  Copyright Tom Friedman. Image

courtesy of Tom Friedman Studio

VM: What’s your working process? Is it different every time or is there a way you

usually go about things?

TF: It’s usually a process of me leading the artwork, and then the artwork leading me.

But for this exhibition, I found the original works sort of beginning the process of

leading me. I made a selection of works that I thought would be interesting, and

then just tapped into my visual vocabulary, my history of works.

I found it similar to how I used to work, where I would respond to a familiar object

and there was a really clear objective. And then as I transformed it, it would sort of

turn back to the memory of what that original everyday object was. In this case, I feel

that the work functions as the everyday object, and I’m responding to it, and it goes

back and forth, creating this dialogue between the original piece and what it’s

becoming, what my piece is.

VM: You use everyday materials in your art — such as Styrofoam, aluminum, pencils,

and plastic cups. Why is that?

TF: Well, in the beginning it was sort of, Okay, here’s a pencil. What can I do to the

pencil to transform it so that it’s a transformed pencil but still relates back to the



pencil? And every so often I come back to that.

I think the last piece I did, at UMass University Museum of Contemporary Art, was a

paper plate. What can I do to this paper plate? So I cut it in a certain way and then

flipped it inside out. So it’s an inside-out paper plate. The final piece and image —

knowing that it was a paper plate really was important to it.

I also have an interest in Zen Buddhism, which is all about the everyday, and the

magnificent in the ordinary. It doesn’t matter what you’re looking at. The profundity

of seeing an opera and shopping at the grocery store can be equal in a way. That’s a

very Buddhist idea.

But right now, it tends to be more I use what is the most reasonable and efficient. I

also have to think about archival issues to a certain degree.

Left: Tom Friedman (American, b. 1965), Untitled (Flute Player), 2016. Styrofoam, paint, cotton shirt, socks,

flip-flops, 66 x 25 x 49 in. Copyright Tom Friedman. Image courtesy Tom Friedman Studio. Right: Greek,

Flying flute player, Myrina type, 2nd century BCE (late). Terra-cotta, 13 5/8 x 5 3/8 x 8 5/8 in. Bequest of the

William R. Mead (Class of 1867) Estate, M.1936.3

VM: What role does the audience have in your process? Do you think about how a

viewer will respond to the work?

TF: It’s a part of my thought process. Early on I was always interested in sort of

phenomenology, the phenomenon of the experience, and in fact my early work



really tried to dissect that. Thinking about the viewer — specifically, I think about the

general tone that the museum, the institution, the gallery space, the viewing space

— somehow creates channels.

Although it’s not going to be the same experience for everyone, I think of it like —

and I’ve made this analogy before—like making art is like making medicine.

Medicine has this psychological function and it has a tendency toward a certain

thing, like relieving a headache or aches and pains, but it responds to everyone in a

slightly different way.

VM: What’s the most indispensable item in your studio?

TF: My studio assistants. Do they count as an item? They’ve been with me for many

years. And they’ve gotten to the point where they kind of can read my mind.

VM: Do you have a philosophy by which you work and/or live by?

TF: I believe in goodness. I think that if goodness is what you’re thinking about and

it’s behind the scenes in a way, then everything you do comes from that. Its kind of

hard to define what that is but that’s what I think about.

VM: You teach at UMass and take on a mentor role for your students. What’s the best

piece of advice you’ve ever received?

TF: Once you put your ego aside, that’s when you’ll really start learning. Because

when I was an undergrad I thought I knew everything and no one else knew

anything. Once I was able to put my ego aside and really listen to people, that’s when

I started learning.

Tom Friedman: Untitled (Foundation) opens Tuesday, Feb. 16. A
reception with the artist takes place from 6 to 7:30 pm. The public

is invited to attend free of charge. The exhibition runs through
June 26, 2016.

Above: Tom Friedman, Snowflakes, 2016. Ink-jet print, paper, and paint, 74 5/8 x 60

in. © Tom Friedman. Image courtesy of Tom Friedman Studio
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Amherst College
Tom Friedman: Untitled (Foundation)
On view February 16–June 26, 2016

A life-size sculpture by Tom Friedman (left) corresponds to an ancient Greek figurine from the Mead
collection (right).

This special exhibition unveils new works by renowned conceptual artist Tom Friedman, and marks the
first time Friedman has drawn artistic inspiration directly from a museum collection. The works on view
correspond to existing works in the Mead’s permanent collection, and represent a contemporary dialogue
with art from the past, in ways that introduce subtexts, narratives and new ways of thinking about the
Mead’s art collection. 

Amherst College: Tom Friedman: Untitled (Foundation), 2016



An ancient Greek terracotta figurine, the bequest of William R. Mead, an 1867 Amherst graduate, inspired 
Friedman’s life-size sculpture in Styrofoam and paint (pictured above), while a wood pagoda from eighth-
century Japan has been recast in acrylic. Other works Friedman reimagines include one of the Mead’s 
masterpieces, Monet’s Morning on the Seine (1897), and Dorothea Lange’s Migrant Pea Pickers (1938).

Friedman works in a range of media, most famously using Styrofoam and paint to sculpt objects that 
resonate with contemporary audiences, such as pizza, a cardboard box and Hostess treats. Other works 
include abstract pieces in yarn and figures constructed from stainless steel, most recently Looking Up, a 
large-scale (over 30 feet high) figure gazing skyward.

Originally from St. Louis, Missouri, Friedman earned degrees from Washington University in St. Louis 
and the University of Illinois at Chicago. His work has appeared in numerous solo and group exhibitions, 
and is in the permanent collections of major museums including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 
York, and the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles. He lives in Massachusetts and teaches in the 
graduate program in art at UMass Amherst.

This exhibition was organized by Vanja Malloy, curator of American art. Assistance was provided by Tom
Friedman Studio and Luhring Augustine, New York. The exhibition is presented with generous support
from the Hall and Kate Peterson Fund. 

Images: (Left) Tom Friedman, Untitled (Flute Player), 2016. Styrofoam, paint, cotton shirt, socks, and
flip-flops, 66 x 25 x 49 in. © Tom Friedman. Image courtesy of Tom Friedman Studio. (Right) Greek,
Flying Flute Player, Myrina type, 2nd century BCE (late). Terracotta, 13 5/8 x 5 3/8 x 8 5/8 in. Bequest of
the William R. Mead (Class of 1867) Estate. M.1936.3
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Designboom  
Tom Friedman Sculpts A Peeing Figure From Foil 
17 December 2013 
 
 

‘public’ 
 

‘public’ features large-scale sculptures and installations by leading and emerging 

international artists, including sam falls, thomas houseago, alicja kwade, richard long, 

santiago roose, oscar tuazon, and ursula von rydingsvard. many of the works will remain 

on view through march 2014. for the third straight year, ‘public’ is produced in 

partnership with the bass museum of art. the sector is open to the public and free of 

charge. this year’s selection of artworks from 24 international artists has been curated with 

the theme ‘social animals’ by nicholas baume, chief curator for the new york city-based 

public art fund. 
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